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Transcript of Pre-Recorded World Satsanga by Guy Steven Needler: 

“Welcome everybody to this World Satsanga on the 25th of August 2018 in conjunction with 
Kevin Moore and The Moore Show and I thank Kevin again for his diligent work in exposing the 
greater reality and in helping to do that placing the recordings of the World Satsanga on his 
YouTube channel, which is where he presents his The Moore Show and MooreTalk. 

Okay, so we’ve got a lot to go through today, it’s almost normal actually. We’ve got my talk on 
“The Evolutionary Cycle and the New Earths/Ascension,” and then I’ve got a lot of questions, an 
awful lot of questions to go through, so we might not be able to go through them all. And also a 
meditation that releases links that stop us from moving forwards in our incarnation.  

Part 1. Lecture on “The Evolutionary Cycle and the New Earths/Ascension” 

So let’s look at this evolutionary cycle first. It’s a fairly simple thing. We all participate in the 
evolutionary cycle from an overall perspective, so therefore, we have our own evolutionary cycle 
that we are working through. Now an evolutionary cycle is something that the Source Entity, our 
creator, our God enters into to help its creator, the Origin, to evolve. As the Source Entity 
evolves, so does the Origin. As we evolve, so does our True Energetic Self [Higher Self/
Oversoul/Godhead] evolve and so does the Source Entity evolve and so does the Origin. 

So everything that is being done or learned, experienced creates evolution. And the evolutionary 
cycle is associated with how we move through those frequencies associated with the multiversal 
environment that our Source created for us to work as smaller individualized units of itself to 
investigate itself and know itself better, and therefore, evolve as a result of that. 

So an evolutionary cycle going from the top down can be experienced in sort of this way. The 
Source Entity along with the other Source Entities are within an area of, shall I say, the volume 
of the Origin’s polyomniscient sentient self-awareness that it’s aware of, but doesn’t know the 
exact detail of. Now a lot of people say, Well, how can The All There Is, the ultimate creator not 
know itself and not know all of itself?  

Well, clearly, the point in our existence that we’re working with, then that is the case. But if you 
go through event space and you go to different event spaces, you’ll find a position, where the 
Origin knows everything about itself. But where we are right now, we are contributing towards 
that ability for it to know itself in totality, certainly within this particular area of its polyomniscient 
sentient self-awareness.  

So a Source Entity moves into a part of this volume of polyomniscient sentient self-awareness 
and its sentience occupies the energy that is appropriate for its sentience, and so it becomes a 
combination of sentience and energy. This is basically what our True Energetic Selves are as 
well — sentience with a body of energy associated with it — and when it creates a smaller 
version of itself, a smaller aspect or a soul, that’s also sentience, a smaller version of its own 
sentience or a smaller portion of its sentience assigned to a body of energy, a smaller body of 
energy.  

So this body of energy becomes the Source, and in this particular evolutionary cycle, it decided 
to separate out half of itself to create an environment based upon its own structure. It also 
created countless billions of us, smaller individualized units of itself in various levels of genre of 
sentience, which in my understanding and if you read the books, you’ll find out was a little bit of 
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a random condition that wasn’t exactly perfect. But because it wasn’t perfect, it could be 
classified as being perfect. You have to sort of look at these things in all sorts of different ways. 
It created all the smaller versions of itself to investigate this part of itself that’s assigned to be 
used for investigative purposes for experiencing, learning and evolving.  

And so the multiverse is created and we populate it. The multiverse (for those of you, who don’t 
know) is created through twelve full dimensions. And each of the full dimensions — apart from 
the first full dimension, which occupies the lowest frequencies or is where the lowest 
frequencies are positioned within — split out into three subdimensional components. And each 
subdimensional component splits out into twelve frequency levels or frequency bands.  

And each of these frequency bands or frequency levels in essence creates the ability for a self-
contained, simultaneous [environment] — not parallel, parallelism is something else, which we 
haven’t got time for; I can explain it maybe in another lecture — [each frequency band] contains 
these individualized simultaneously occurring universal environments that we can work with.  

(5 min) The first full dimension splits out into three subdimensional components, but because it 
contains all these low frequencies, it collapses back into one “composite subdimension,” which 
only allows twelve frequencies to be created. And those twelve frequencies individually or in any 
other combination, other than all together, cannot create a universal environment. So that’s why 
the physical universe in its entirety is the only universe that has twelve frequencies associated 
with it. Every other universe has one frequency level or frequency band associated with it.  

So the evolutionary cycle for us is for us to experience all of the frequencies and everything that 
we can do [to] experience [it] from an environmental perspective or interactive perspective with 
other incarnate or otherwise entities within the multiverse, and how we interact with those 
entities and the environment as well. So that means that everything that we’re experiencing on 
Earth with all of the various different things that we do: we go to work, we have play time, we 
have times where we have bad times, good times, experiences, physical ailments, physical 
success — all these different things are all part of the experience of a particular frequential 
condition within the physical universe. And also we have those similar sorts of things that we 
experience in the multiverse in its totality.  

And so as we experience things, we learn, we evolve and we progress, and so that larger part 
of us that is the first individualization from the Source, our True Energetic Self, starts to move 
upwards in frequencies associated with the multiversal environment. And as it moves up the 
frequencies, it also moves into different universal environments. So we have two conditions in 
terms of the ability to experience, learn and evolve by our True Energetic Self experiencing any 
of the frequencies, and therefore, any of the universes within the multiverse in a completely 
random way. But we have a linear way of evolving from an evolutionary perspective.  

So the multiverse creates two conditions: (1) it’s a measure of evolution depending upon where 
our True Energetic Self is, and (2) it’s a condition, where we experience it in any way, shape or 
form we can do and that includes incarnation as well within the physical universe. The other 
universes don’t need incarnation to experience them, because the physical universe being so 
low frequency has to be experienced in the way that it presents itself. So to be able to 
experience it in this particular way, we have to experience all of the things that are relevant to 
this universe, which includes things like resistance, inability to communicate, the need to 
acquire a body, a form to be able to interact with that environment as well.  

So for us the evolutionary cycle is to move through (through experience) all the frequencies with 
our True Energetic Self that the multiverse can create. So the multiverse has 408 frequencies, 
but only 397 universes associated with it, and so we have to experience all of those. Now when 
we have experienced all of those, we come to the end of our evolutionary cycle and we 



recommune in totality. What we can do in terms of recommuning with our True Energetic Self 
along the way, or we can choose to commune with our True Energetic Self, become one with 
our True Energetic Self in totality. And our True Energetic Self can also do the same thing to 
really enter into communion with the Source as well.  

So at the end of this evolutionary cycle we can choose to go into various different states of 
communion with Source. Now when all of those True Energetic Selves that the Source has 
created go into communion, then that particular evolutionary cycle is finished for all those 
smaller, individualized units of Source, and therefore, the Source itself.  

(10 min) So what happens then is that the Source then decouples its sentience from that body 
of energy that it has commandeered that’s within the Origin, and it then moves to another 
location within the Origin and recommandeers an appropriate level of energy that is associated 
with its sentience and creates whatever it wants to create to be able to experience those 
energies. It may create a new version of a multiverse. It may not create a multiverse, it may do 
something else.  

In the past two evolutionary cycles, I’m told this is the third evolutionary cycle, and each 
evolutionary cycle by the way is a faster progression from the previous one, I’m told. So we are 
moving through the evolutionary cycle much faster than we did on the second evolutionary 
cycle, which was much faster than the first evolutionary cycle. And so each evolutionary cycle 
allows us to move through it quite quickly, you know, in a faster way, because we experience, 
learn and evolve, of course. So the evolutionary cycle that would be created next in the fourth 
evolutionary cycle, we’ll be going through much quicker than we are now.  

But going back to the Source, it commandeers another body of energy and it will create 
whatever it needs to create to allow it to evolve by experiencing those energies and the 
structure of those energies that are associated with its capability of being associated with the 
structure of the Origin, and the ability for it to separate out parts of itself to allow it to experience 
those parts as well.  

And so the overall expression of evolution is that us, on behalf of the Source, experience 
everything associated with the possibilities and capabilities of the structure, of the energy that 
the Source’s sentience has commandeered. And when all of that has been experienced by all of 
us, on behalf of the Source, but it’s also doing it itself, then it moves to a different [area]. It 
decouples its sentience and reassigns it to another area of energy within the Origin. And this is 
the evolutionary cycle, it keeps on going and keeps on going and keeps on going.  

All of the Sources do this as well until all of the area of polyomniscient sentient self-awareness 
has been mapped out. And then the Origin itself can move onto its next level of awareness and 
start to work on that, which I’m told is a significant power — I think it’s the power of twelve per 
level it moves up. So every time we move up a different level, for instance, from full dimensions 
to zones, that’s to the power of twelve larger in terms of volume.  

So when you get to the twelfth level of structure — and I’d suggest that to understand those 
levels of structure, you read “The Origin Speaks” — that it moves into a completely new group 
of twelve, which would be again another level of the power of twelve above the existing group of 
twelve. And it keeps on going and keeps on going. And the way that we experience, learn and 
evolve and go through the evolutionary cycle will change appropriately. So that’s what the 
evolutionary cycle is. I mean obviously, we can keep on going and keep on going and keep on 
going for as long as possible. From our perspective, it’s just impossible to understand how long 
it takes to go through an evolutionary cycle, but in essence when we’re disincarnate, we can 
see that actually it’s not so long. It’s just that it seems like a long period, so to speak, when we 
are incarnate.  



Okay, so to sort of supplement this, the “New Earth” that Dolores Cannon talked about vs. 
ascension are sort of linked into it, so to speak. Because while we’re incarnate and we work on 
ourselves and we evolve, we start to ascend the frequencies whilst we’re incarnate. That means 
that we can use a higher frequency body whilst incarnate. And so we start to move up the 
frequencies and we gain more functionality, more ability to experience things, more connectivity, 
more ability to work on different things, we get more higher frequency and we start to move up 
the frequencies again. 

So in terms of the New Earth — what does this mean? Dolores [Cannon] talked about two 
different Earths — that people would stay on one Earth, if they didn’t work on themselves, and 
those who worked on themselves and evolved, those spiritual individuals (not all people are 
spiritual, who think they’re spiritual) would move into the New Earth. And those, who were left 
behind on the old Earth would still evolve, but they would eventually come across to the New 
Earth.  

(15 min) But what is this old and New Earth? Well, in my understanding the Earth is a 
panfrequential body. It’s one of a small number of planets, galaxies, etc. suns that are 
expressed throughout all the frequencies associated with the physical universe. And so it’s seen 
on frequency level 1, 2, 3, 4…right up to 12. Well, where we are right now is the third frequency 
level — mankind calls it the “third dimension,” but my understanding is that we’re in frequencies, 
not dimensions. Although we are in dimensions, the dimensions themselves are much larger 
pieces of structure than what mankind thinks of being a dimension. So a full dimension is two 
levels above frequency, which is two levels above what mankind thinks the dimensions are. 

So from our perspective, when we evolve as an incarnate being, that is we’re a sentient entity, a 
smaller sentient entity created through individualization of sentience and energy from our True 
Energetic Self projected into a physical form to experience, learn and evolve by experiencing 
the low frequency environment in the way it’s supposed to be experienced, we can also 
increase our frequency as well as a result of this work. And so the old Earth would be the Earth 
that’s existing within the first three frequencies.  

And as we move up through the frequencies, we start to move into a different condition. That 
different condition is the old Earth plus that which is represented on the next frequency 
upwards. So the old Earth is in the first three frequencies and the New Earth is in the fourth 
frequency. So as we work on ourselves and we rise up through the frequencies, we start to 
experience different levels of functionality, different levels of ability, different levels of 
communicative ability with our True Energetic Self, we start to move up the frequencies again, 
so it’s like an upward spiral.  

So when we move into the fourth frequency, we start to experience things that are represented 
on the fourth frequency that we can’t see with our physical eyes or perceive with our spiritual 
eye unless we’re trained into doing it. And certainly mankind’s detecting machines, such as 
telescopes, ultraviolet and infrared detection is based upon the visual range of the human eye, 
so even those things don’t see what’s in the next frequency. So the New Earth is basically the 
old Earth plus that which can be seen on the fourth frequency.  

Now individuals, who ascend into the fourth frequency sort of disappear or zone out of the 
visible range of those on the third frequency level and also the perceptual range as well. So 
those on the fourth frequency can’t be seen or detected by those on the third frequency, but 
those on the fourth frequency can see those on the fourth and the third. And so the New Earth is 
the fourth frequency. However, we can continue to progress through incarnation and through 
evolution to be able to use other bodies or other vehicles of higher frequency. And we can also 
work on our human body and ascend into the next level, so we can ascend to the fifth 



frequency, which is a New Earth in comparison to the fourth frequency, which will become for 
those who have gone to the fourth frequency an old Earth.  

So then we start to see that there’s more than one New Earth, and that a New Earth is basically 
what is represented on another frequency plus the old frequencies, and also the ability to 
communicate with our True Energetic Self and the rest of the universal environment or the 
Source as well, whilst associated with our frequency level whilst we are incarnate. And so we 
gain extra functionality as well. So things like telepathy, creativity, telekinesis, these all become 
second nature and normal sensory abilities and normal functions.   

So those in the fifth frequency can see those in the fourth and third frequency, but those in the 
fourth frequency can’t see those in the fifth. Those in the third frequency can’t see those in the 
fourth. And so this progression up the frequencies continues with those on the sixth can see 
those on the fifth, fourth and third, and those on the fifth can’t see those on the sixth. And so 
each one is a New Earth, a progression, an evolution and an increase in the finitude of 
frequency above the other. And so you start to see that there’s not just one New Earth, there are 
basically the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth — there are nine 
New Earths. So there are ten Earths in total, because the first three frequencies are necessary 
to create the gross physical, so to speak, that’s one Earth. Then you have every representation 
of what’s on the Earth at the different frequencies from the fourth frequency up to the twelfth.  

(20 min) So the New Earth is progressive. We can continue to move up to different levels of 
frequential representation depending upon which frequency we are on. And so that’s ascension 
basically. It’s just us working on ourselves moving up the frequencies. It’s unlikely however that 
we’ll move up more than one frequency in one particular incarnation. Although there are 
individuals, who potentially could do this, but they are very, very far and few between.  

So that’s basically what sort of ascension is from a very high level perspective and how it affects 
this New Earth and what the New Earth is. Now if you look at it from a different perspective, 
when mankind uses its telescopes to see what’s out in the universe, we see lots of blackness 
and the odd dot of brightness or whiteness, and each of those whitenesses is a galaxy and 
we’ve got billions of galaxies in the physical universe. So it looks like it’s mostly empty.  

But mankind knows through its science that the universe is held together in some way, shape or 
form. But how is it held together? It’s mostly empty, because that’s all we can see on the third 
level. And so they created something rather dramatically called “dark matter,” which holds it all 
together. It’s dark, because the space between galaxies is dark, so it’s hardly creative or hardly 
inventive. But if they were to go to the twelfth frequency level, they would see that the universe 
is mostly bright or light, because everything is expressed on that twelfth frequency level, so 
there wouldn’t be any dark spots. So therefore, they’d have to say it’s held together with “light 
matter” — just a little bit of a joke on my part there. ;) 

But just to say that just because there is nothing there from what we can detect, it doesn’t mean 
there isn’t anything there. Because when you go to the fourth level and use your telescopes, 
you’d see more galaxies that start to become manifest on the fourth frequency, because it’s the 
fourth frequency plus the third frequency. Go up to the fifth frequency, you’d see more planets 
and galaxies manifest on that level, because it’s the combination of the fifth frequency, fourth 
frequency and third frequency.  

Okay, so that’s today’s lecture and I hope that’s been useful to you all. It’s a very useful thing to 
know that actually ascension and the New Earth is achievable by everybody, and everybody will 
go through this process eventually. And that it’s not specifically a New Earth in a different 
location within a different galaxy, it’s the same Earth, just a different frequency level associated 
with the Earth.  



Okay, so let’s go over the questions and there’s lots of them — we’ll see how we go. I’ll read the 
questions out and excuse me, if I get a little bit flustered, because sometimes I have to read the 
sentence two or three times to get the actual meaning associated with the question. 

Part 2. Questions and Answers 

1. Given that we are all aspects of our True Energetic Selves (TES), who in turn are 
aspects of Source Entity One (SE1), who in turn is an aspect of the Origin. What is it 
about the Origin that gives rise to such a dysfunctional body of low frequency humans, 
where all of the enlightened masters have to keep reminding us to stop hating one 
another and start loving one another — doesn’t appear to speak to well of the Origin, 
who must have this dysfunction within itself in order for it to manifest so freely on this 
plane. (WP) 

• A simpler way to ask this is: Why has the Origin given birth to this dysfunctional 
human race — to accrue evolutionary content doesn’t seem like a satisfactory answer? 

Basically, what we create is up to us, and what we create in terms of whether we classify it as 
being “good” or “bad” is simply a function of how we want to express and experience things. So 
eventually we will move away from this creating dysfunctional badness or crime or murder or 
abject poverty vs. abject wealth, because we’ll start to see the futility of it all. This is why we’re 
allowed to do this, because we are allowed to experience wrongness, so we can put it right. And 
we have to experience rightness, so we understand what wrongness is. And so it’s all part of 
experiencing from an individualized free will perspective anything that we create and be 
responsible for it and experience it.  

(25 min) And so this level of experience is also important, not just for us, our True Energetic 
Selves and Source, but it’s also important for the Origin as well. Because if we experience just 
the nice bits, it would be a completely dysfunctional level of evolution. It would be biased to one 
side rather than being holistic. So that’s why the Origin lets us get on with it and it’s why the 
Source lets us get on with it and everything else. So it’s really a case of we create what we 
create, because at some point it’s necessary for us to create it. It creates balance within our 
evolutionary cycle.  

• If everyone is here in this incarnation to learn within the life plan that they developed 
prior to incarnating and given that about half of the world population is poor, is 
charitable giving appropriate? Are we not interfering with their life plan by so doing? 
And no amount of charitable giving will overcome this massive state of poverty.  

• For example, while living in Brazil, I would routinely give money to the same child 
begging on the same street corner each day. I asked him what he does with the money, 
he said he gives it to his father who buys alcohol. I asked him what happens if you 
don’t give the money to your father, he said he beats me? 

Charitable giving has to be given with an understanding that it may be misused. If you see 
somebody, who you know will benefit from the money and the child benefits, because the father 
doesn’t beat him, that’s a good reason to give charitable money. If it’s the case that you give the 
money to somebody on the street and then they very quickly go away and buy drugs, maybe 
you’re giving them an opportunity to have the drugs but to see the futility in having the drugs.  

If you’re in India, for instance, and you give the child money, it doesn’t really do anything, 
because it gets absorbed, maybe it gets stolen from bigger children or maybe it’s taken by the 
family and gets used properly. You never know. So you have to be discerning and use your 
intuition as to what’s going to be the most useful way of giving. Sometimes giving pencils to 



Third World country inhabitants is good. Giving things that they can use in school, things that 
they can use to help them make their life better is a way of doing it, not specifically money. So 
charities don’t always do the right thing and giving charitably isn’t always the right thing to do, if 
it’s done in the wrong way.  

So we have to look at the situation that we’re potentially going to be charitable with and look at 
how best to be charitable. That doesn’t always mean it’s money, it could be objects as well. It 
could be clothes, food, something that gives shelter, like tents, those sort of things. So use your 
intuition on that, but also recognize that sometimes these big charities absorb a lot of money in 
administration, which isn’t good either. So I tend to give to smaller charities that I know are 
going to use the money properly, because they’re small and they need the money, things like 
animal sanctuaries and those sorts of things. 

• Why is the wisdom that you and others bring forth to the human race such a deep dark 
secret over the centuries? Why have the masses been and continue to be so dull as to 
readily accept stultifying religious beliefs or no beliefs at all and ignore the teachings 
of Jesus, Buddha, etc.?  

• It is curious that the human race for the past three hundred and fifty years has come to 
accept that the earth revolves around the sun - but when it comes to knowing who we 
are, has made very little progress. 

It’s all to do with the evolutionary levels of those individuals, who are incarnating. And so the 
higher up the frequencies we are, the more open we are to understanding the greater reality. 
And so those who are truth seekers are, for want of a better word, able to understand and work 
with these different understandings. The vast majority of incarnate individuals are immersed in 
their incarnation, and so [they] can be attracted to low frequency thoughts, behaviors and 
actions and they get obviously that is a karmic function.  

And so really it’s to do with the fact that the vast majority of those who are incarnate are in a 
fully immersed incarnation, and therefore, get affected by this egoic process that happens as a 
function of us being almost totally cut off from our True Energetic Selves and having almost zero 
communicative ability whilst we are incarnate. And so we create this personality, this ego, which 
is totally associated with the incarnate body making us, as sentient energy projected as a 
smaller individualized unit from our True Energetic Selves, start to think that we are the human 
body. So that’s why basically. 

(30 min) When people are immersed and to the point of the ego being the primary method of 
thinking, experiencing and evolving, then we start to forget who and what we are and we believe 
that we’re just the human body, and we behave in a very selfish fashion as a result of that. And 
that’s why such open thinking and such expansive thinking is ignored, because it doesn’t help 
people from a physical perspective. It helps them from a spiritual perspective and the ego can’t 
really work with that, because it doesn’t benefit it at all.  

Although when we progress up the frequencies, the ego starts to dissolve, because we start to 
realize who and what we are. We start to become more expansive. We start to be able to 
communicate with those individuals on higher frequencies and we start to be able to 
communicate in a more coherent fashion with our True Energetic Self and the Source as well. 
And so the ego disappears, it starts to dissolve. So the ego has a big part to play in keeping us 
in the low frequency thoughts, behaviors and actions, and therefore, in a position, where we 
ignore the teachings of those, who are exposing us to who and what we really are. Okay, thank 
you for those questions, excellent questions.  



2. When humans ascend to or incarnate on higher frequency Earths, how does that affect 
our individuated consciousness? (US)

• Do we still have our individualized free will on the New Earths at FB 4 and at FB 5 or 
even higher? Will we retain our individualized free will all the way up to FB12 in some 
form as an ongoing new experiment in self-responsibility?

• OR will we function as a group mind at some point? At that point, are we any different 
from the galactic races that operate as separately together collectives at every level? 

• Do the collectives working in our universe get bigger in size (with more entities), 
when they operate at higher frequency levels (e.g. group size at FB 9 vs. FB 12)? 

• Does the composition of the collectives change from say, a single galactic race at FB 
4 or FB 5 to a mixture of galactic races at FB 6 or FB 7 or higher?  

• OR can they choose to work together or make alliances or councils at any level?

Well, as we ascend the frequencies and go through the different frequencies associated with the 
Earth, our individual consciousness becomes more connected, so to speak. The sentience that 
is able to access higher levels of communicative ability with the True Energetic Self (Higher Self, 
Godhead or Oversoul or whichever you want to call it, it all means the same thing) and we are 
able to gain access to higher functions. But more importantly, we would still maintain our 
individualized free will. The more we work on ourselves, the more we justify individualized free 
will, so it will be with us all the way through the different frequency bands. That’s if we incarnate 
on the Earth. 

If we decided at some point collectively through incarnation that we prefer to be working in a 
communal or collective sense, then we will do. But that would be part of our individualized free 
will, so we’d still have individualized free will, but that free will would be, for want of a better 
word, individually directed towards working with every other incarnate entity that has 
individualized free will for the benefit of the whole of those collective incarnate entities rather 
than for the benefit of the one. That’s a more evolved level.  

So we may go to a point, where we have a more group mind, but that will only be a function of 
us moving through the frequencies and becoming more connected with each other, more 
obviously connected and more intuitively connected and more telepathically connected, and so 
we’ll start to operate more as one body, rather than lots of little bodies, lots of little sentience 
bodies. So increasing up the frequencies will by default make us more directed towards working 
as a collective, although we’ll still have individualized free will.  

(35 min) Other entities within the physical universe have different types of will: collective will, 
hive-like mind will or individualized [sentience] whilst still having collective will as well. So it’s 
really a case of the Earth is one way we’re experiencing, learning and evolving through 
individualized free will, but the other bodies within [this universe], the other incarnate vehicles 
that we use have different types of will associated to them, more collective, to be honest.  
 
Individualized free will is reserved for the Earth. And when it becomes obvious that through 
individualized free will, we start to think, behave and act in a way, which is concurrent with 
higher frequency existence, then it’s going to be seen that individualized free will is a powerful 
vehicle for evolution (from an evolutionary perspective, progression) and will then be, if you like, 
disseminated through the other vehicles that are in the physical universe as well. So they will all 
have individualized free will as well, but that will be quite a long way away.  

And in general, any councils or alliances that are made within the rest of the physical universe 
are made through the understanding that collectivity works. It works for the benefit of the 
individual, it works for the benefit of the collective. And so collectives will work with other 



collectives and they will work in ways of governance that are associated with one collective 
working with another collective. But that on Earth hasn’t happened yet and it will happen later, 
much, much later. But that will be, when we realize that we can work individually but together. 
So we will be collectively together but individually collectively together as well.

• You haven’t told us much about galactic history, except that most of what we’re told is 
inaccurate. Wendy Kennedy said the Earth experiment is really about trying to resolve 
some of the cosmic dramas individually (with free will in one-on-one relationships, i.e. 
with your spouse, children, neighbor, boss, etc.) that couldn’t be resolved by the 
various galactic races that were fighting each other and blowing up planets in the 
process. Please elaborate. When we hear about galactic wars, at what frequency 
level(s) do they occur? (US) 

Personally I don’t feel the need to dwell on things that are part of the third frequency level. I 
personally like to work on things that are higher frequency. So things about galactic councils, 
Arcturians, Pleiadians, Sirians, etc. etc., I find this as being of not much interest to me and that’s 
to me. So those incarnate entities that have had skirmishes with each other, wars against each 
other tend to be in the first three frequencies. They would be on the third frequency, where we 
are now, because they are also working in a more selfish way, even if it’s collective.  

So they will be like one hive of wasps or insects working on eradicating another group of insects 
or wasps that are in their patch or an area or a patch that they want to move into. So it’s all 
about expanding the area that a particular group of incarnate entities want to work within, so to 
speak, and that’s why there’s conflict there, because they’re not in a frequency, where they can 
understand the bigger picture. So they collectively understand a smaller picture and want to 
make their smaller picture a bit bigger for themselves, but in terms of the volume of space that 
they occupy, rather than their level of understanding associated with who and what they are as 
an incarnate being. 

(40 min) So maybe there’s a need at some point to go into sort of galactic history, but the Earth 
experiment…for me, I don’t quite…I think Wendy Kennedy has got a reasonable comment 
there, but I think that’s to do with working with free will and the individuals, who also have free 
will within this low frequency environment is part of it, part of working with the interaction of the 
individuals, and working with the interactions of those individuals within the environment that 
we’re also interacting within. So I suppose it is about resolving cosmic dramas, so to speak, but 
that’s just one small way of looking at it.  

The Earth experiment is about working with individualized free will and realizing that 
individualized free will is a very powerful tool when working together for the benefit of all, rather 
than the benefit of one, and that’s what my understanding of the Earth experiment is. And that 
overall umbrella of description, so to speak, would also encompass the words that Wendy 
Kennedy has espoused and talked about as well. So it’s like a very, very small subsection of a 
much bigger level of understanding. Thank you for those questions.  

• Would you please give us an update on where we are collectively in frequency now? 
Are we past the unexpected dip and moving back up now? Do you have any updates on 
the White Children, who are supposed to come and lift our frequency?

We are bottoming out. My understanding is frequentially we’ve dropped down a rather large 
sawtooth. If you remember from the previous Satsangas, I’ve talked about our average is 
moving up in terms of our frequency. But along the average, there’s little peaks and troughs, ups 
and downs that look like a sawtooth profile. But what I’ve recently noticed is that sawtooth 
profile also has deep sawtooth profiles as well. So it’s a little bit like an old fashioned woodsaw, 



the big bowsaw, the pitsaw that we used to have, where one person would stand on top of the 
pit, one at the bottom of the pit and you’d saw along the log with this huge saw and it would 
have lots of little teeth on a big tooth. And what we’ve done is we’ve gone down the trough of a 
big tooth. My understanding is that we’ll get towards the end of that big drop round about the 
end of August, middle of September and then we’ll stay there for a bit, probably about six 
months, I’m being told, before we start to come up the other side. So it’s going to be probably 
something like March-April we’ll start to see us moving up the frequencies again next year. 
Okay, so that answered that part of the question. 

I have no other updates on the White Children, although I did have an email from somebody, a 
young person, who was sort of indicating that they thought they were one of the White Children 
— and my understanding is that a White Child would not think in that way. That’s an egotistical 
thought process. So I didn’t respond to that individual, because I thought that the individual 
themselves was, for want of a better word, slightly unstable spiritually. And so although they said 
they could take the words that they weren’t one of these White Children, I think it would have 
been detrimental to have said that to them personally, so I avoided that response.  

But my understanding is that I’ve actually not got more information on the White Children right 
now. I’m just going to ask a question… I’m just being told there’s one about to be born in an 
area like Nicaragua. It’s about, just seeing if it’s six to seven months away from being born, and 
that will be one of the quantitative children — one of those leaders, who has a lot of followers, 
so to speak, so it’s one of the quantitative chidren. And it’s going to be a girl — I’m just being 
shown here looking very Nicaraguan. So there we are, that’s the latest information, hot off the 
spiritual press, so to speak. But that’s it. 

(45 min) I mean I need to sort of remember this myself actually, because there’s only a couple of 
others I know about, and the one was in Hawaii, one’s in China, and the one isn’t born yet, but 
that will be in the UK in London. So that’s the latest information right now. Thank you very much 
for those questions.  

3. Not a long time ago you spoke about Djwahl Khul as an ascended master channeled 
by Alice Bailey. I did some research on Bailey and spent time reading some parts of the 
Djwahl Khul books? (D@L) 

• There are some accusations on Bailey and Mr. Khul, they could be justified or not. I 
don't know, so I spend time reading Djwahl Khul.  

• I feel the material is complex, comes from a evolved being, but Djwahl doesn't give me 
the sense of being a benevolent, loving master. I have the feeling many statements are 
confusing, not helpful. He starts to speak about something and doesn't gives clear 
explanations. There is a mixing of spirituality and politics, strange statements about 
the nuclear energy, strange ways of describing some ascended masters. There are 
some comments, which are not very kind to people of some countries….I've the feeling 
Djwahl is talking with a feeling of superiority and tries to confuse the reader. 

• Can I ask you what do you think about this material channeled by Alice Bailey? Could it 
be from an evolved service-to-self (STS) entity? Is some of it good and some of it 
contains error? I'm asking because many seekers praise this material but it gives me a 
strange and not very positive feeling. 

This is quite interesting, because the question is about Djwahl Khul. Okay, let’s have a look. 
What I’m picking up here is that the information that Alice Bailey picked up was sporadic, 
inconsistent and not linear. We understand linearity. It’s not the fault of Alice Bailey, but the fault 
of her ability to question and keep the entity she’s communicating with on one particular path. 
Also the questions being asked, I’m being told, or the direction of Bailey herself was such that 



she gave the impression that certain responses would be preferred, such as political responses, 
such as statements about different types of energy, etc.  

So the problem with communicating with an entity that’s in the energetic is that they answer 
things in a way that you request them to be answered in. And sometimes they are very matter of 
fact, very blunt and not very caring in how they say things, because they don’t have the same 
evolutionary attachment as we do, when we are incarnate. They’re very detached basically. And 
sometimes people, who are spiritual leaders end up being detached as well from the things that 
they experience on Earth, because to become attached to it creates karma — you know, karma 
being the attraction to or the addiction to low frequency thoughts, behaviors and actions.  

So what I’m suggesting here is that I think maybe it’s the fault of Alice Bailey in terms of how 
she’s linked in with this particular entity and how it has allowed a certain type of answer to come 
out. And also you have to check on these things as well. I mean one of the things that I’ve 
understood very early on is that you have to check the answers you’re given and see…because 
sometimes there are inconsistencies and sometimes there are two different answers to the 
same question. And you need to have to understand whether those answers are relevant or not, 
or based upon a different level of understanding, or whether there’s a more global answer and 
the answer that we were given is just one part of it.  

(50 min) Also we have to continuously check and understand this stuff and not just write it down 
and put it away. You have to sort of ask questions and be seen to be asking questions for 
clarification. And so I think that there’s a slight level of immaturity in being able to ask questions 
and understand that any inconsistencies from previous information needs to be questioned in 
itself. And so from that perspective I think that really the level of coherence isn’t a function of the 
entity itself being in error or being inconsistent or give clear explanations, it’s because 
sometimes the channeler isn’t asking the right questions or is being inconsistent and incoherent 
in the questions they’re asking, and it’s jumping around basically and not being able to stitch 
them together in a way where it’s …  

Although the answers to certain questions from a written perspective appear to be linear, 
actually these answers and the questions may be asked over a period of months or years. And 
there’s other questions interspersed within them or nested within them, so you have to separate 
them out and look if they’re coherent sometimes. So things that appear to be a conversation on 
a subject and it’s over two pages may end up being over a couple of months or a couple of 
years. So you have to sort of make things appear in a logical, linear way. Now that’s not 
doctoring the information, it’s making it understandable for us. The information is still right, but 
needs to be placed in a logical sequence of events, so one feeds onto the other, so we can 
understand it. If it jumps around, then we’re not able to understand it and it looks like it’s 
disconnected and looks like it’s confusing.  

So Djwahl Khul not giving the reader or the questioner the sense of being benevolent is 
because he’s detached, and the questions that Bailey asked and the way it’s presented is not in 
a good format basically. So I think when you look at these things, you have to work it out for 
yourself sometimes. If it doesn’t feel right for you, then abandon it. If it feels right for you, then 
that’s okay. If you’re having to investigate it, perhaps the need to investigate it is part of your 
own experience, your own evolutionary level and will give you a way of understanding in a 
deeper level the information and be able to decipher it. And perhaps being able to decipher it in 
a more coherent way that is beneficial to others is why you’re doing it. So if those individuals, 
who decipher some of these more confusing statements from different entities and put them in a 
more digestible format are being of service to those others as well.  

So I think that’s the way to think about it is that if D@L understands that maybe the whole point 
of them reading this information is to try and make more sense of it and be of service to others 



and that’s the way forwards. Maybe those who read it understand it in a different way, but my 
understanding is that if it’s confusing, it’s because it’s not in a coherent format. 

4. How can we tell we are moving ahead and making progress in the most efficient and 
productive way? Since we all have roles to play in various interactions with people, such 
as antagonist and protagonist and often those roles reverse I suspect. (DC) 

• I guess the question is — would meditation, contemplation be the best place to start to 
tap into our guides and guide helpers to get feedback and coaching that we are doing 
the right thing at the right time, how to improve more effectively?   

• Perhaps another aspect, who are the best coaches who help us to improve? 

(55 min) Without a doubt the best way to improve is to meditate and to detach from the material 
world whilst being in the material world. Be in the physical but not of the physical. Detach from 
the nonsense that goes around, [not] be absorbed by bad news and gossiping, creating 
conspiracy, those sorts of things. That’s the way to move upwards.  

And the way to know that you’re moving upwards is that you’ll feel lighter. You are able to 
meditate more effectively, more easily. You are able to gain higher levels of functionality faster. 
You are able to tap into various different levels of information faster. You are able to stay 
connected. You are able to read people’s minds. You’ll start to know that you’re operating at a 
higher level. And therefore, when you start to operate at a higher level, you’ll know you are 
progressing.  

Okay, when things that affected you previously, like things that pushed your buttons no longer 
push your buttons, then you’ll know you’ve progressed in some way and that some karmic link 
has been removed from you. So that’s the way to think about it really is to understand that there 
are things you can work on, being of service to others, working with others, working with like- 
minded individuals and helping others to understand without ego is the best way forwards.  

• Are we, “those who have found you” and your helpful spiritual information, of the same 
vibration and similar like-minded souls.  I feel very good seeing and hearing the 
audience who come to hear, meet, see, and learn from you. Can you speak to the 
phenomena?   

• One would think that there would be "everyone" on the planet, except for the 
antichrists, who would be interested in information from our Creator and the higher 
spiritual realms. One would think, our brothers and sisters, when we excitedly tell them 
about our friend who wrote a very definitive book on “The History of God,” would say, 
"How can I get that book — I have to read it?”   

• Historically, revolutions start with a very small percentage — is that what is happening 
a small revolution to move the vibrations of the planet higher. And are we on the 
forefront? 

Well, thank you very much for your very kind words. I consider myself to be just one small cog in 
a very big machine. And yes, the revolutions do start small, with a small percentage, and this is 
the thing to notice that it’s not important to have lots of people flocking to you, reading the 
books, demanding to do workshops, demanding to have you do lectures. You know, one or two 
people is fine and that’s what I’m happy with. I think I’m probably a qualitative individual/working 
in the background rather than a quantitative individual, who wants to get lots and lots of people 
there.  

And so when you’re in the forefront of understanding things, you find that when you talk about 
things and understand things that even those, who you think are expansive can’t handle it. So 
that’s when you start to realize that what you’re getting, what you’re channeling, what you’re 



understanding, what you’re broadcasting is actually quite a long way away from where people 
are naturally, and even those who are working hard themselves, who have achieved. So those 
who understand this level of information that I am fortunate, honored and humbled to be able to 
receive are also of a small number and also at the forefront of a new sort of revolution of 
understanding. And there are going to be others like me, who will take it further and that will 
expand the understanding.  

So the answer to are you on the forefront? Well, yes, you are without doubt breaking new 
ground. And actually everybody, who is experiencing through various different channeled 
sources new information that is unknown or knew that in depth is also breaking new ground as 
well. So take a look around and see who else is at the forefront or also a pioneer in spiritual 
physics, because there’s plenty of others as well, but they don’t always show themselves. 
Sometimes they’re just people speaking in cafes or getting together, as you do in a friend’s 
house, for instance, or over a telephone service that allows a number of people to communicate 
together at one time. 

• Here's one that came to me in my meditations, let us work on something every month 
that has to do with raising the frequency of all of our brothers and sisters.  Since many 
people listen to your Satsang's and especially the questions, perhaps we could have a 
project every month and you might be able to report back and tell us how were doing? 

(1 hr) I could do. I don’t see why not, a project every month, yeah. 

• For example, it might be something like this at our first meal of the day or the noon 
meal or the evening meal or a specific time we take 10 minutes and commune with 
Divinity, Origin, The Source, or God.  And we work on things like: getting the world 
leaders of every country to at least follow the Golden Rule.  Or to mention God in the 
speech, or to be kind to their neighbors for one reason or another.  Or to assist others 
who need assistance. 

• Or another might be such as: getting our brothers and sisters to remember the Source 
of our existence at least one time during the day.  Or having everybody think together – 
— "raise the frequencies, return to Divinity, move forward and upward”? 

• Or perhaps we start small and get as many people as possible to bless the food and 
bless the earth and bless the caretakers.  Or remember that we have guiding guide 
helpers? 

Any of those is very good actually.There’s no need to separate them out, although you can 
separate them out. Everything that’s been talked about there is about being mindful or 
mindfulness — the Buddhists are very good at pointing out how to be mindful, how to respect 
the planet, how to respect each other, how to respect the environment, how to respect the 
animals, the insects and the plants that give us the ability to exist here in our incarnate state.  

So giving thanks is one way of doing it. Being mindful of everything that we do is one way of 
looking at it as well. Just simply, you don’t have to do anything major, you just have to simply sit 
and meditate and just be grateful for the opportunity of being here on this planet, incarnate in 
the body that you’ve incarnated into with free will, individualized free will and you’re able to 
interact with the environment, some other individuals, who are of a like mind, the same as you. 
And that sometimes you affect the thought processes of others, who previously were immersed 
in their incarnation now start to show the signs that they are opening up and starting to become 
more expansive and more aware and awake. And that’s enough.  

You can just think about that and that’s enough. Simply being grateful to the plant or the animal 
that you’re using for food for providing that food is enough as well. Being grateful for the 
individuals around you, who you work with, interact with is another way of doing it as well. 



Meditating is another way. Collectively together meditating on raising the frequencies of our 
political leaders is also one way of doing it as well. So all of those things would work as well, so 
thank you very much for asking that question and identifying actually those things that we could 
do individually and collectively to be able to raise the frequencies of the Earth.  

And you might find that when we start to do that, a number of others start to do it as well, we 
start to create this triangulation effect, both directional and inflational triangulation, and that 
those individuals, who moved down the frequencies will start to move up the frequencies again. 
And that we start to become more aware and awake, and those who are thinking in anger no 
longer think in anger, which is good. Okay, thank you. 

5. We hear from individuals stating that they are upgrading or changing their DNA. Is this 
accurate? If so, how could we accomplish that? (FN) 

I think there’s a lot of misinformation about ascending the frequencies and upgrading DNA is 
one of them. The DNA and RNA work together with each other and RNA is a link to the 
energetic templates that allows the DNA to create the gross physical aspect of what we are — 
what our human incarnate vehicle is. So I don’t really see how upgrading DNA is going to help. 
Having an extra DNA string (I forget seven or eight or whatever it is) isn’t going to help us too 
much. 

(1:05) It’s about how RNA links in is more important, how the RNA is connected, whether there’s 
a need to have three gross physical chakras and just have one is more important. So 
dissociating ourselves from the low frequencies is the way forwards. We can’t do that physically, 
we have to do that energetically, and changing DNA is not one way to do it. Changing the way in 
which the RNA interacts energetically and the frequencies it interacts with is one way. So I think 
these things aren’t quite accurate there.  

• Is it correct that during Ayahuasca journey, we open ourselves to lower astral entities? 
Could a shaman shield or medicine woman protect the individual during such 
ceremonies?  

Any drug that is being used is a mechanical way of experiencing some of the higher 
frequencies, because the drug creates such a low frequency vibration within the body that the 
soul (the aspect) has to get out of the body. And so depending upon how bad that shock is, that 
low frequency shock is is how far out of the body we go. So we could either go to the fourth or 
fifth level, which is low frequency astral entities, or the sixth or seventh level, which is higher 
frequency astral entities. So the lower frequencies create the so-called “bad trip” and the higher 
frequencies create the so-called “good trip.”  

I don’t condone the use of any chemicals whatsoever, whether it’s natural or manufactured to 
create the condition, where we experience higher frequencies. Meditation is the only way 
forwards without doubt and that’s my understanding there. 

• Where does Ayahuasca come from? Why it has such effect on us when it is 
administered?  How could we maintain that feeling of oneness after an Ayahuasca 
journey? 

Well, basically ayahuasca is basically a poison. All drugs are poisons, but if they’re used 
inappropriately in the wrong way. So you just create this low frequency function within the 
energies associated with the human form and the soul (the aspect) has to get out. So the only 
feeling of oneness you’ve got is because you’re experiencing a frequency above those of the 
normal gross physical frequencies that we experience when we’re incarnate.  



So the only way to maintain the feeling of oneness afterwards is to meditate on being there. If 
you go onto the website, go onto the left hand side of the tabs [About], you’ll find the Press Pack 
and in there you’ll find a bunch of different documents and files that you can download — and 
one of them is the Chakra Opening Exercises.  

So practicing the chakra opening exercises will help raise your frequencies. It will keep you 
there longer than ayahuasca and you get to do it every day and still maintain that feeling of 
oneness. So why don’t you download those? Download the Chakra Opening Exercises — 
they’ve also been part of some of the add-on’s to the other World Satsangas as well, so if you 
look at some of the other World Satsangas, you’ll see some links to the chakra opening 
exercises as well. But it’s on the website, look for the Press Pack, scroll down to find the Chakra 
Opening Exercises and just click on that and you’ll download that onto your browser or go into 
the download section on your hard drive as well. Okay, it’s perfectly safe and it’s repeatable on a 
regular basis.  

• What is soul codes? Why we have soul codes? Who set it up? How could that help us 
in our individual ascension and progress? 

Soul codes is just another way of saying Life Plan — basically, a list of experiences we want to 
experience whilst incarnate and these experiences are goals, so to speak. How we get to those 
goals is part of our free will. If we were just told we want to experience how to learn to fly, for 
instance, we have to find out how to learn to fly, pick a school first and then a tutor and then 
learn to fly. And when we’ve learned to fly, we’ve experienced that goal. So how we’ve got to the 
point of getting to learn to fly is up to us, the goal that is learning to fly is part of the life plan. So 
that’s the same thing. My understanding is that the soul codes are basically part of your life 
plan. Very simple to ask there, I think, although other people might say soul codes are 
something else, that’s what I’ve picked up as being what they are. It’s just another way of saying 
a life plan. 

• Is it correct that our intention has a geometrical structure? If yes, what are the normal 
structure? Why do we have geometric structure? 

(1:10) I would suggest that intention is structureless. Desire—Intention—Thought—Action is 
structureless. It’s only when we create action that we get structure. So touting geometrical 
structure against our intention is misinformation from my understanding.  

Different energies have geometric structures, sacred geometry, so to speak, and those different 
geometric structures explain what the energy is, what it can do, what other energies it can link 
up with, what its functions are and how it can be used. But that’s on a completely different level.  

And so I think that there is a bit of a misunderstanding there based upon… sometimes 
misunderstanding is based upon the person, who is telling you the information wanting to put 
their own spin on it or not waiting for the full answer, and therefore, misinterpreting the 
information that’s come through. So I don’t think that intention having a geometric structure or I 
should say I don’t feel — I’m being told, it’s a bit of misinformation that is. 

• Is it true that there are darker entities controlling the earth and us human (through 
money, media and our system of law and government) including the current 
incarnation? 

Well, yes, it’s us! The darker entities are those entities we give power to control us. Those are 
the Illuminati. They control a few things. They control things through money, through media, 
through laws, through unwritten laws, everything. It’s just whether you choose to let that 
particular group of entities affect you at all.  

http://www.beyondthesource.org/press-pack/
http://www.beyondthesource.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Chakra-Opening-Exercises-1.pdf
http://www.beyondthesource.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Chakra-Opening-Exercises-1.pdf


I know of the Illuminati and I think they have a function. Their function is to give us choice to go 
their way or to go the way of higher frequency thoughts, behaviors or actions. So I don’t have 
any problems with these things and I don’t let them have a grip on me and I don’t let them 
control me, because I don’t give them any time. The moment you start to think about them and 
start to think they have got control over people is when they’ve got control over you. So if you 
disconnect from that thought process, then you will never be controlled by those sorts of 
individuals at all. 

• Is it true that we have implants in our body to control us, our thinking process and 
weaken our power of intention in order to take away our personal power? 

No, but at times we do have energetic links with other individuals. Sometimes they’re coercive 
links or sometimes they’re just energetic links, sometimes they’re karmic links that can control 
us or take our personal power away. But when we start to work on ourselves, we can see these 
links and we can remove them, so that our personal power comes back.  

So my understanding is that if you want to be controlled, you will be controlled. But we haven’t 
got any implants — it’s simply energetic links or energetic hooks or even astral entities that 
attach themselves to us that give us feelings of power or grandeur or coerciveness and in return 
take some energy from us to help them perpetuate their own existence. So that’s the only way.  

There may be some implants with those individuals, who have agreed to have implants, if 
they’re having a secondary incarnation and their primary incarnation is in a physical vehicle of a 
different frequency, and that implant is used to monitor the interactive functions of the soul, 
which is both in the primary incarnation and the secondary incarnation — and that the 
secondary incarnation is being performed as a means of the individual soul or aspect 
progressing, and the information is also being used for the betterment and the education of 
those others, who are in the environment of the primary incarnation as well.  

So that’s the only reason why we might get implants from other entities within the physical 
universe, for instance as well. But there’s no other implants I can see as being relevant at all. It’s 
just how we interact with others and the power we give others over us. That can create this 
energetic hook or link. 

• Corey Goode talks about Galactic interferences and government roles and its effect on 
this planet.  What is your take? 

(1:15) Let me just ask the question. Well, interestingly enough my understanding is that a lot of 
interaction with any entities that are, for instance, in the third frequency level that have been in 
contact with any of our governmental powers is actually being detrimental to those other 
individuals, because our governmental power have approached it from a military perspective, 
rather than a sort of loving perspective. So my understanding is that there is some interaction, 
but not much interference as such, because if they interfere with us, then they’re stopping us 
having our free will to be able to do what we’re doing.  

The only thing that’s been happening is that there has been…I mean we’re surrounded by 
entities now of a higher frequency, the incarnate entities from different locations, different 
planets or galaxies within the first three frequencies and above that anyway. Certainly, there’s 
more in the fourth, fifth and sixth frequencies on the planet right now, we just can’t see them. 
And that there has been interaction from the channeled perspective, because some of these 
entities of a higher frequency communicate with us telepathically.  

They’re here to sort of sometimes help us out by changing our thought processes, giving us as 
part of our life plan access to higher technologies to help us move forwards, but also different 



thought processes as well to help us move forwards spiritually. So there is some level of 
interaction, but in terms of interference they’re not allowed to interfere. If people want to call it 
interference, they can do. But in actual fact, they’re not supposed to interfere at all. It’s because 
we need to be able to progress on our own in our own way. And that’s it and that’s my 
understanding. Very simple.  

My understanding also is that governments don’t have any power at all to be able to 
communicate or negotiate with any entities that are on the Earth of a higher frequency. They 
think they have, but actually they haven’t as such. So that’s something else to think about — is 
that right now most of our governments are considered to be “uncommunicatable,” so to speak, 
because of what’s going on. There’s not much coherence within our governments, and so 
therefore, any entities that are around, I’m being told, are backing away from any 
communication, because there’s no coherence in their higher frequency thoughts and 
behaviors. 

So let’s go on to the last few questions here. We should be okay time wise. I’ll finish these 
questions and that will make be probably close on two hours actually. 

6. Is there a way to be a constant channel with Source or our guides rather than 
sporadic? How do we become a clearer channel? Are Pleiadians in the 4th dimension 
and Arcturians in the 5th? Is Ascension merely opening up to the higher dimensions and 
traversing them at will? It’s been a crazy month with all the planets in retrograde and the 
eclipses, as you can probably tell from my questions? (J.Ma.) 

Well, basically it’s meditation every day. Those of you who have done the “Traversing The 
Frequencies” (TTF) workshops, it’s keep practicing, keep doing that, keep going to the highest 
frequencies and keep communicating with any entities — and it becomes an everyday thing.  

Those of you who have done Level III, you can keep communicating with Source on a daily 
basis, and eventually, you’ll find that you don’t need to use the processes and functions that you 
were taught as part of the TTF workshops and you’re there all the time. You can just link into 
Source all the time. So it’s a matter of keeping doing it and not relaxing basically. That’s the only 
way forwards there.   

• Are Pleiadians in the 4th dimension and Arcturians in the 5th? Is Ascension merely 
opening up to the higher dimensions and traversing them at will? It’s been a crazy 
month with all the planets in retrograde and the eclipses, as you can probably tell from 
my questions? 

(1:20) The Pleiadians and Arcturians are from the fourth and fifth frequency, not dimensions, so 
they are an incarnate race, same as a human being, but they are higher frequency. If they’re 
seen on the third level, they’ll probably have this like a very visible aura of energy around them, 
because they’re having to use an energy field to stop them from being affected by the low 
frequencies associated with the third level. So they would appear to be like a shimmering light 
around them or particularly very bright as an entity. So again they are on the fourth, fifth and I 
think some entities we experience are also on the sixth as well.  

Ascension from an Earth perspective is about moving up the frequencies. It’s about working on 
ourselves and ascending the frequencies with our human body and then going into this fourth 
frequency Earth, the fifth frequency Earth, the sixth frequency Earth, etc. etc. etc. So that’s 
ascension. Projecting the consciousness into the different frequencies, and therefore, different 
dimensions is traversing the frequencies. And so that’s doing it, that will also help you towards 
ascension.  



Okay, so I hope that helps with those questions and helps them obviously move forwards in a 
sort of logical way. Sometimes going back to basics is the best way to move upwards. 
Sometimes we have to appear to go backwards to go forwards. In going back to basics, 
although it appears to be a retrograde step, it isn’t, because it reinforces the basics of what 
you’ve achieved and starts you to work on yourself again, building upon and reinforcing the 
foundations of what you’ve used previously. 

7. In “The Origin Speaks,” the Origin tells you that "soon you will no longer need to 
contact your Source or other Sources, even me, to gain this information. It will be 
available for you to take whenever you wish." Are you there yet? Or does the "soon" 
encompass your life after earth? (J.Me.) 

The answer is sporadically yes. There are times when I’ll just get the information, and there are 
times when I need to communicate with Source or another entity to get the information. The 
comment in question is to do with writing a book and just getting the information and writing it 
down, rather than having the sort of dialogue I’m having with the Source Entity or Byron, for 
instance, or Origin or other entity.  

But I’m feeling that although it’s good for me to be in that position where I can do that, it’s not 
good for the readers, because it doesn’t give them a datum to work from. There’s no reference 
to a higher position, whereas if you’re communicating through a dialogue and understood 
dialogue, you’ve got a reference to a higher position. So the answer is in books I feel that I will 
always be — other than the book that I’m working on now, which is the 8th book about healing 
— I will always be communicating with an entity or a Source Entity or Origin, whereas in this 
book I’m doing now, that’s based upon my own personal experience, and therefore, it doesn’t 
need to have a dialogue, although there will be a little bit of dialogue in there at some point.  

But my understanding is that for my own benefit, I do communicate without the need to have 
communication with a Source or Origin, but in doing the books I need to have communication 
with the Origin or a Source or an entity within the Source or an entity within one of the other 
Source Entities. So the answer is sporadically yes. If I want to do it that way, I can do it 
straightaway, but I think it’s detrimental to the way I handle the data from a book base 
perspective.  

• At the end of “The Origin Speaks,” chapter 24, you told us: "All of my current 
understanding had effectively been trashed in this short dialogue with the Origin." Has 
this reoccurred since that point or is your fundamental set of concepts now solid? 

(1:25) My concepts are always changing. The thing is that with “The Curators,” the book that’s 
currently with my publisher Ozark and they’re still reading it with a view to potentially give me a 
contract for publishing, I’m shifting my paradigms even more. So in effect, any concepts that I 
understand are basically building blocks and stepping stones.  

And so the next thing to think about is that although we have a set of concepts and a paradigm 
that you’re happy with, every time you work with another entity or you progress, you’re taken 
further and higher. And so the validity of that stepping stone, although useful, is removed, 
because you’re exposed to a higher level of information with a deeper meaning. And so it’s that 
my concepts are always being changed. The concepts build upon the concepts, which build 
upon the concepts. That’s progression. That’s evolution.  

• What's the order of your next books? 

Aha! Right, well, “The Curators” is Book #7, it’s finished, as I’ve just said, it’s with the publisher. 
“Psycho-Spiritual Healing” is Book #8, I’m working on it now. I’m on a break for a week or two, 



because we’ve been moving house and things, but it’s going to be finished within about a year 
or so. Book #9 I think is going to be about the OM. Book #10 is going to be called “Beyond the 
Origin,” and there’s two others: one is about religions [Book #11] and how they fit in with my 
information or not, as the case may be, and what the commonalities or common roots are 
between all religions. And there’s one [Book #12] about the “antichrists” and what their roles are 
and where they have a positive role, whereas all we see is negative. So those are the next 
books and probably in that order as well. Thank you for that question. 

• In “Beyond the Source — Book 1,” Source Entity says that the earth supports "the 
visitors of which there are over twenty different types." Subject of a book? While some 
might question the relevance of shedding light on "alien" visitors to our planet, the 
same could be said about analyzing the other Source Entities and I found reading 
about them to be helpful and enlightening. Perhaps the same would be true of learning 
about our visitors, who they are, what they do or did, how they're helping us, etc.? 

Yeah, I suppose that links into one of the other questions, but I think there’s lots of other people, 
who are doing a good, reasonable or even sometimes poor job, but in general, it’s up to the 
reader to discern whether it’s good, reasonable or poor job about the different incarnate vehicles 
that we are experiencing on this planet, and the different types that are in and around our 
location, and in different locations and different frequencies within the physical universe.  

So I suppose at some point, it would be useful and maybe it might be something I “poodle” on, 
so to speak, or consider it as part of one of my retirement years. Maybe a sort of dictionary on 
incarnate entities and frequencies and locations would be I think to think about. I don’t suppose 
it would be a big book, more of a short guide. Maybe I’ll think of that as the 13th, the baker’s 
dozen, so to speak, book. I’ll have to think about that. Thank you. 

• In “Beyond the Source — Book 1,” SE 3 declares that we earthlings "even have devices 
that allow interdimensional transport." Do we? 

I’m being told yes, but they are quite destructive. They’re a bit, I’m being told, roaring ready, and 
also we don’t recognize them as being what they are. We are using them for other things. There 
is one particular individual, who I described last time as having created certain sacred 
geometries that allow us to move the etheric energies to create weather. That’s one way of 
doing it. Very simple ways of doing it by using combinations of sacred geometry and the 
materials that create that sacred geometry to be able to move energies or move through from 
one location dimensionally to another location.  

That means we move through frequencies that are within one set of frequencies associated with 
one dimension to another set of frequencies that are within another dimension. So the machines 
that we have, I’m being told, have the ability to do this, but that’s not understood. But also 
they’re not accurate. Their calibration is poor. So it is very difficult to say that do we understand 
what we’ve got? And the answer is no, we don’t understand what we’ve got.  

(1:30) Although in the last Satsanga I think I described something in “New Scientist” that shows 
that if you surround an electron beam with (I’m positive I’ll get this wrong totally)…but it’s like a 
magnetic sphere surrounding an electron beam, and the electrons or the beam of energy or 
light, a laser beam goes into this sphere, but isn’t seen passing through the sphere. It’s only 
seen on the other side of the sphere, so that you could argue that this beam of electrons or light 
or laser light actually jumps from one point to another point as a result of this magnetic sphere.  

And I’m being told that’s one of the concepts that could work and is relevant to that comment 
about “we have interdimensional transport.” We have the capability to do it, but we don’t have 
the understanding that what we’ve got is capable of doing it. 



• In “Beyond the Source — Book 1,” SE 5 tells you: "Very soon mankind will be in a 
position to create machines that will prove spiritual texts.” 

Yes, we’ve actually got them now nearly. Digital cameras — I keep saying this in a number of 
different Satsangas — digital cameras have the ability to because they’re inaccurate, the 
coupled charge devices (CCD) are inaccurate, they pick up frequencies well above the visual 
range. And the software that’s in the cameras translates what is being picked up and presents it 
in the color gamut that the cameras use to create the photograph, the picture. And these things 
are starting to see into the fourth frequency. And so if we expanded the frequential range of 
CCDs, we would be able to see those things that are in the fourth frequency. And that would 
prove scientifically some of the things that people have in spiritual texts that are appropriate to 
the fourth frequency. Okay, very good. 

• SE7A says your planet "went backwards, did it not" and you agree. What does this 
mean? 

This means frequentially, dropping down the frequencies basically, and it relates to the time 
before Atlantis and during Atlantis. It’s about us dropping down the frequencies. That’s what 
going backwards means, dropping through the frequencies.  

And also the being Lucifer had an effect on this, because he didn’t advice to those entities, who 
were working on the individualized free will associated with the planet as there being a potential 
for us dropping down the frequencies. He only advertised the possibility of going up the 
frequencies and doing extremely well, which of course is an inevitable function, but sometimes 
we have to go down to experience going up. 

• After SE7, you wrote that you could "phone up" any of the Source Entities you had 
interviewed at any time. Have you? Do you? 

Basically, since “Beyond The Source — Book 2,” I have only ever communicated with Source 
Entity Twelve (SE12) in “The Origin Speaks.” And I’ve not had the time to communicate with any 
of the others. So the answer is…just checking my connections. The answer is yes, I can, but 
have I? No, because I haven’t had the time. So that’s a simple answer basically to a rather good 
but simple question. 

• SE9 was prepared to take you out of time to work on something. Have any of the SE's 
done that for you? Is it simple for them to do it? Is it common or very rare? 

SE12 did this basically, didn’t it? It took me to a null or a complete location within event space, 
where everything was happening at the same time, so to speak, although time doesn’t exist. 
Everything is happening concurrently. So in effect, it was moving me into a different location. 
Although I have experienced being able to sort of move time or slow down time myself by 
expressing that I’ve got to do certain things, and I know the amount of time I’ve got to use to do 
these things is quite a long time, but in terms of traveling from point A to point B. But by using 
intention, you can stretch time out, so to speak, so you can do things faster.  

(1:35) And I would say for a Source Entity moving us out of time, out of linear progression into a 
position within event space, where everything’s happening concurrently is something that 
Source Entities can do definitely, so can the Origin do it. 

8. Here is a question that affects people worldwide. We need clarity from a higher 
perspective. What is the spiritual perspective on Abortion? (US) 

• Is it pre-planned by the mother’s or incoming baby’s soul?  



• OR is it that the baby soul doesn’t even come into that fetus, so it’s just the physical 
vehicle that is aborted? Or does it vary? 

Well, basically, it’s usually an agreement between the aspect or the soul that’s in the mother’s 
body and the aspect or soul, who wants to experience simply the connectivity of fetal growth, 
and that maybe the abortion side of it is one way of terminating or one termination juncture for 
that incarnation, so that particular aspect or soul can then move back into the energetic. So 
usually it’s a function of experiencing the connectivity between two aspects or two souls from 
the perspective of the start of the creativity process of the creation of a new human vehicle for a 
soul to experience, learn and evolve through in this low frequency environment.  

And that’s basically it — it is usually a need only to experience a small part of incarnation. And 
that the abortion is understood and recognized on a subconscious level [as] a termination 
juncture that the mother would use to assist the soul that’s within the fetus to move back into the 
energetic. Okay, so that’s that question finished and that’s the last of the questions. One hour 36 
minutes, we’ve done quite a lot here, quite a lot for you all to digest, and of course, this will be 
part of the transcription as well. 

Part 3. Meditation 

(1:37) So the very last thing to do is just a short meditation to release links that stop us moving 
forwards in our incarnation. That’s basically detachment from things. 

Please download the high quality MP3 File to do the guided meditation with Guy Steven Needler 
via his website or blog (meditation starts around 1:37:30). 

(1:49:22) Closing comments: That’s the end of this Satsanga for the 25th of August 2018. Thank 
you very much for listening, and thank you for those people for the questions, lots of questions, I 
think about an hour and ten minutes of questions. I apologize for probably reading them out in 
sometimes a rather incoherent way, but I’m sure that you’ll be able to see the transcripts and 
read the transcripts in a more clearer way as well.  

So again thank you everybody for participating. And feel free to share this with friends or family 
or those you feel will benefit — it’s a free service. So Source’s love to you all. My love to you all 
and have a wonderful weekend, and don’t forget to keep meditating and detach yourself from 
the vagaries of incarnate existence, allowing you to be in the physical but not of the physical 
and progress and ascend the frequencies in the process and evolve in the process. Namaste to 
you all and God’s love to you all. END 
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